ELECTIONS TUESDAY 13th

DAY SESSION VOTING

OCTOBER 13, 1970 IN CLASSROOMS

STUDENT DUE PROCESS TO CHANGE AT BHE

The University Student Senate has made public its proposal for insuring due process for students in disciplinary hearings. The USS plan was under preparation for several months by a campus due process committee. The committee was formed from a number of campus organizations and various faculty/ student representatives.

The Baruch Committee on Drugs chaired by Dean Louis Bennett met for the first time this semester on Wednesday, Sept. 30. The committee made up of students and faculty alike is trying to develop a comprehensive program to deal with any existing or future drug problems at Baruch.

The first meeting students and faculty were placed in sub-committees which the committee agreed on. These sub-committees will work in the following areas: Research, Legislation, Law and Policy, the Sub-Committee on Treatment and Services, the Sub-Committee on Education and Legislation.

The Sub-Committee on Education is to develop "proposed programs of education addressed to the entire Baruch College community with respect to the matter of drug use and abuse and related matters. This committee is trying to educate students and faculty alike in the hope of presenting a true picture of the drug scene.

The Baruch Committee on Drugs

by Robert Barrett

This is the worst part of directing," said Miss Rotte, the faculty director of A TASTE OF HONEY by Shelagh Delaney. She was referring to the auditions held last Wednesday and Thursday, October 7 and 8.

Approximately thirty students auditioned for parts in the five character play. Two girls and three males were needed.

Miss Rotte noted that there were "some very realistic people here," and that people who could have used all of them. She said that she was looking for certain qualities and felt that the auditions were successful.

The cast list was posted outside of the Speech Department Office, Room 215, Wednesday, October 9. Those who received parts were: Elizabeth Winter, Joan Gittelmann, Sheldon Isaac, Sarah Payne, and Steve Chase.

The play will be presented before Thanksgiving.

The Day Session will vote as scheduled at 11 A.M. on Tuesday, October 13, 1970. Administrators of the College have permitted the first thirty minutes of the hour to be used for in class voting in order to assure the required 30 percent turnout. Students with classes at 11 A.M. should report to their respective classes. Students who do not have classes at 11 A.M. should report to the Marble Lounge, where they may cast their ballots.

Students who wish to help in the voting process should report to the Marble Lounge before 11 A.M. on Tuesday to receive instructions.

It is believed that the administration will make another effort to see that the elections are carried out. The platforms received by TICKER and endorsements from various campus groups are published in this issue of TICKER.

It is essential that the elections proceed without mishap as student control of activities will be in jeopardy if the elections are mishandled. You are urged to conduct yourselves in an orderly manner.

TICKER

Bernard M. Baruch College

Evening Session Dead?

We read with utmost interest the October 5, 1970 edition of THE REPORTER, the newspaper of the evening session sit-in which occurred last spring. At that time, the gap-term students of the evening session demonstrated against the Board's Interim Statement on the Maintenance of Campus Order dictated to the University of Washington. Members of the Executive Committee of the USS declared. We are releasing the documents in order that we cannot obtain copies and support it for them

The situation is now quite different. Faced with a budget deficit, the University is going bankrupt. Where but in the evening session to have less concern about what to do to get their newspaper rolling again. Actually, we hope you never do find out because there is no staff for THE REPORTER.

Many things are changing similar:--

the theme of Changes'71 will be life at Baruch from an all angles. Views by five-year sessions and entering freshmen will be part of presenting this theme. Unlike the 70 Lexicon, this yearbook will be more concerned with on-campus activities.

One major change in the yearbook format is that it will not be a bound, hard-cover book, but a package of games, art 1. The newspaper and photography and plastic records. Handling the recording aspect will be Tony Azman, General Manager of WMES.

Coming events of Changes'71 will include an old yearbook review at a Booster's Coffee and Music Hour, sometime in the future.

PLAY AUDITIONS HELD

"This is the worst part of directing," said Miss Rotte, the faculty director of A TASTE OF HONEY by Shelagh Delaney. She was referring to the auditions held last Wednesday and Thursday, October 7 and 8. Wayne Wehrnamdel, the student director, agreed.

Approximately thirty students auditioned for parts in the five character play. Two girls and three males were needed.

Yearbook Lexicon

Yearbook Changes

Many things are changing at Baruch among them the yearbook. The last yearbook, tentatively titled Changes '70, was different from the normal yearbook. It will be "multimedia experience," says Swift the new Editor, Mr. Swift. Former Literary Editor of Ticker and designer of Peppermill Day Picker, Free, and Assistant Editor, have plans for a yearbook with school-wide appeal. They do not want to publish "just a picture-book for seniors."

The theme of Changes'71 will be life at Baruch from all angles. Views by five-year sessions and entering freshmen will be part of presenting this theme. Unlike the 70 Lexicon, this yearbook will be more concerned with on-campus activities.

One major change in the yearbook format is that it will not be a bound, hard-cover book, but a package of games, art, war, photography and plastic records. Handling the recording aspect will be Tony Azman, General Manager of WMES.

Coming events of Changes'71 will include an old yearbook review at a Booster's Coffee and Music Hour, sometime in the future.

Baruch Committee on Drugs

The Baruch Committee on Drugs chaired by Dean Louis Bennett met for the first time this semester on Wednesday, Sept. 30. The committee made up of students and faculty alike is trying to develop a comprehensive program to deal with any existing or future drug problems at Baruch.

At the first meeting students and faculty were placed in sub-committees which the committee agreed on. These sub-committees will work in the following areas: Research, Legislation, Law and Policy, the Sub-Committee on Treatment and Services, and the Sub-Committee on Education and Legislation.

The Sub-Comm on Law and Policy, chaired by Professor Leonard Lakin, will examine the existing law in relation to the Baruch community.

The Sub-Comm on Education is to develop proposed programs of education addressed to the entire Baruch College community with respect to the matter of drug use and abuse and related matters. This committee will be trying to educate students and faculty alike in the hope of presenting a true picture of the drug scene.

The Baruch Committee on Drugs

by Robert Barrett

"This is the worst part of directing," said Miss Rotte, the faculty director of A TASTE OF HONEY by Shelagh Delaney. She was referring to the auditions held last Wednesday and Thursday, October 7 and 8. Wayne Wehrnamdel, the student director, agreed.

Approximately thirty students auditioned for parts in the five character play. Two girls and three males were needed.

Miss Rotte noted that there were "some very realistic people here," and that people who could have used all of them. She said that she was looking for certain qualities and felt that the auditions were successful.

The cast list was posted outside of the Speech Department Office, Room 215, Wednesday, October 9. Those who received parts were: Elizabeth Winter, Joan Gittelmann, Sheldon Isaac, Sarah Payne, and Steve Chase.

The play will be presented before Thanksgiving.
EDUCATION MAJORS

STUDENTS WISHING FILES APPLICATIONS
FOR N.Y.C. BOARD OF EDUCATION EXAMINATIONS
MAY APPLY TO ANY OF THE FOLLOWING OFFICES:

COMMON SCHOOLS (ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS - GRADES 1-4)


ALT. B - GRADUATION IN JUNE 19, 1970 - EXAM DATE: NOV. 19, 1970

2 SESSIONS - STUDY TECHNIQUES

DATES: THURSDAY, OCT. 2

ROOMS: 311 GREAT HALL

SPONSORED BY: DEPT. OF EDUCATION. TIME: 10:45 A.M.

CONDUCTED BY: PROF. BERNE, L. ISRAEL, M.D.

HELP SEEK

We are in need of additional volunteer helpers to assist in aiding the influx of new students. If you require additional information or details, please contact Ms. Wynn at 725-8552 or go to her office at Baruch College Student Center on 22nd Street but... Remember NO LEFT TURN.

UNGIMED

Baruch College Student Center
Starts Marble Lounge and will move on its music "Saddle Rock" because of its country flavor, a new, young group. We are in need of additional volunteer helpers to assist in aiding the influx of new students. If you require additional information or details, please contact Ms. Wynn at 725-8552 or go to her office at Baruch College Student Center on 22nd Street but... Remember NO LEFT TURN.

NUDE NEEDED

GIRLS WANTED: Semi nude models required for the photo study. If you pose in less than five minutes. For further information, send name and address to Dr. W. D. State St. 1713.

EARTHQUAKY

The Chemistry Department has arranged exams for the following exams:

November 19, 1970.

THE CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT, 291 GREAT HALL

CONCERT

Calling its major "saddle rock", believing its country flavor, a new, young group. Frontier, will give a concert on the October 15th, 1970.

TEEPERK

This Student Pat will have its Smoker Friday, Oct. 15, 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. at the Brooklyn, N.Y. about 8:45 a.m. All students and new students are invited to attend.

NEWMANN CLUB

You are cordially invited to a social event on Saturday, Oct. 17, 1970, for the final time. Please contact your student center at 725-8552.

HELP DEPARTMENT

The English Qualifying Exam, Wednesday, November 15, 1970, will be given from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in Room 4-South. All students in English 10-South are eligible to take this exam.

EXCUSE REIN

The English Qualifying Exam, Wednesday, November 15, 1970, will be given from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in Room 4-South. All students in English 10-South are eligible to take this exam.

NEW STUDENT CLUB

This Student Pat will have its Smoker Friday, Oct. 15, 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. at the Brooklyn, N.Y. about 8:45 a.m. All students and new students are invited to attend.

NEWMANN CLUB

You are cordially invited to a social event on Saturday, Oct. 17, 1970, for the final time. Please contact your student center at 725-8552.

HELP DEPARTMENT

The English Qualifying Exam, Wednesday, November 15, 1970, will be given from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in Room 4-South. All students in English 10-South are eligible to take this exam.

EXCUSE REIN

The English Qualifying Exam, Wednesday, November 15, 1970, will be given from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in Room 4-South. All students in English 10-South are eligible to take this exam.

NEW STUDENT CLUB

This Student Pat will have its Smoker Friday, Oct. 15, 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. at the Brooklyn, N.Y. about 8:45 a.m. All students and new students are invited to attend.

NEWMANN CLUB

You are cordially invited to a social event on Saturday, Oct. 17, 1970, for the final time. Please contact your student center at 725-8552.

HELP DEPARTMENT

The English Qualifying Exam, Wednesday, November 15, 1970, will be given from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in Room 4-South. All students in English 10-South are eligible to take this exam.
LUNcheon SPECIAL - FINE FOOD

ALADIN SOUTH
105 E. 23 Street
GH 3-3870-1

ALADIN NORTH
1133 Sixth Avenue
247-2333

THE ALADIN COFFEE SHOPS

SPECIAL ADVANCE PREVIEW - ONE PERFORMANCE ONLY. LIMITED TO THE FIRST 700 PEOPLE FRIDAY MIDNIGHT OCT. 16TH - Regular Admission Prices. Doors open at 11:30 - show starts promptly at midnight.

Little Faus and Big Halsy are not your father's heroes.

Culture Crap

ROBERT REED
MICHAEL J. POLLARD
LITTLE FAUS AND BIG HALSY

by Reverend Jerry Schindlerman

ROCKS OR THE PASSION OF HIS PEOPLE. A young boy who
lives through the pain and anguish of life in the inner city, the little boy is
advised by his father to use his brains and get out of the ghetto. The boy
says no and the movie ends. On the surface, little is accomplished in this
movie. The film is a political statement, a plea for the poor. The poor
are seen as the victims of society, they are not agents of change. The
film is a plea for the poor to rise up and fight for their rights. The
film is a plea for the poor to rise up and fight for their rights.

Culture Crap

BRUCE KLEIN '71

On the other hand, the film is a plea for the poor to rise up and fight for their rights. The film is a plea for the poor to rise up and fight for their rights.
**Your Future Awaits the Test...**

**Graduate GRE SAT DOCTOR'S DEGREES**

**DENTIST BUSINESS ATSBB**

- Starring James Earl Jones, Jane Alexander
- 20th Century-Fox Presents
- *A Taste of Honey*, a love story, has been adapted to film by the Academy Award-winning director, John Schlesinger, and stars Vanessa Redgrave and James Earl Jones.

**Films reportedly based on the book include:**
- *A Taste of Honey* (1961)
- *A Taste of Honey* (1967)
- *A Taste of Honey* (1990)

**Films reportedly not based on the book include:**
- *A Taste of Honey* (1976)

**From the performance of the book to the play, to the film:**
- *A Taste of Honey* has been adapted and performed in various forms, showcasing the story of a young woman struggling with poverty and the challenges of motherhood in post-war England.

**Additional Information:**
- *A Taste of Honey* is a play by British playwright Arnold Wesker, first performed in 1960.
- The story is set in London and follows the life of a young woman named Gemma, who is in a difficult relationship with her boyfriend, Charlie.
- The play explores themes of poverty, family, and social inequality.

---

**An Eye For An Ear**

**Says of assurance that whatever is lost would be preserved and protected, and even though it's hard to believe, the world is a better place.**

**Photographs in this issue:**
- A young woman with a camera taking pictures in the park.
- A group of friends enjoying a picnic in the woods.
- A cityscape at dusk, with lights reflecting off the water.

---

**Standard Coffee Shop**

**160 East 23rd St. - Tel. AL 4-1060**

**Notice:**
- Breakfast Service - to 11 A.M.

**Menu Items:**
- 2 eggs, potatoes, toast & coffee

**Service All Day:**
- College Special (2 Hamburger, French Fries, Pepsi) $2.95
- Beef Cutlet Special (2 Vegetables, Bread) $1.60
- Chop Sirloin, Vegetable, Bread, Pepsi $1.25

---

**On A Thursday**

**He could beat any white man in the world. He just couldn't beat all of them.**

---

**The Great White Hope**

**Starring James Earl Jones, Jane Alexander**

**Produced by Laurence Tisch**

**Screenplay by Howard Schenkman**

---

**TAU EPSILON PHI**

**RUSH SMOKER**

**Beer All Invited**

**Informal Diners**

**Time:** 8:30 pm

**Friday, Oct. 16, '70**

---

**Pepsi Co.**

**Food**

**Pepsi Cola**

**NEW YORK, N.Y.**

**Pepsi Co.**

---
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- 2 eggs, potatoes, toast & coffee

**Service All Day:**
- College Special (2 Hamburger, French Fries, Pepsi) $2.95
- Beef Cutlet Special (2 Vegetables, Bread) $1.60
- Chop Sirloin, Vegetable, Bread, Pepsi $1.25

---
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WIDMAN'S WISDOM

II. If

THE PICTURE
OF BREAKING GREEN WAVES
SPREADING TO BEACH HOUSE
HUNG HUMBLELY THERE
ASSUMING THE POSTURE
WHILE THE LONELY SPEAK
THE SURFER RIDES BRAVELY
ON ITS BACK
YOU NEVER LOOKED INTO IT.
NOT UNTIL SUMMERSET
WHEN YOU SIT INSIDE THE HOUSE
LOOKING BUT NOT READING
THOSE THINGS AROUND YOU,
LISTENING TO THE TICKER
ON THE WALL TICK
THE TIME SO PRESENT
IN PASSING OR
CARRIED AWAY

ME AND EVERYTHING.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1970

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

September 29
Last summer I sold a student who was
a graduate of this college a letter of the TICKER. It was that a

The public address system at an engineering
school goes a great deal further than what is
Management should be excellent and the
classroom, and students

The authority of faculty member mentioned that it appeared as if the
compatable with being stoned. A faculty

400 South 22nd Street, New York, N. Y. 10010—Room 307F Student Center. Telephones 477-7730 or
(3) Courses taken while in non-
(2) Courses from which a student with­
(1) Courses their.children;

but soon he left, his eyes to stare
and not the impending jungle danger.

He brought some peace to share with
some passing time with us

Baruch, so would one or two of the students
statistic. Since both areas are offered at

to the auditorium and the
continues it will reflect on the competence of
member mentioned that it appeared as if the
compatable with being stoned. A faculty

In the TICKER office? Please return it. Who

as a business college, those

This reminds me of what Charles A.
The eminent American historian,

So, come on girls. Start writing III

I listened to his story

Images flashed before eyes resting
exhausted horrible fumes

My wind was beating and I

EXHAUSTED, A SUPER-IMMORTAL BEING OF A PERFECT NATURE—

Only think about it. girls. That's just what

Baruch, so would one or two of the students
statistic. Since both areas are offered at

I am a member of the CLUB OF SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS at the

The state of SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS at the

and hung over the pond

and paddling by, leaving wrinkles

Enchanted by the fairyland of fantasy, the

but soon he left, his eyes to stare
and not the impending jungle danger.

He brought some peace to share with
some passing time with us


WORLDS WISDOM

Tuesday, October 6, 1970. The clock just

Not man, not female, not

It is way to

TICKER office. Come on girls, unite!

I was sent to the University

as a business college, those

one. - - -• •

The key point of Baruch

members, and other friends,


to the Tickercate to this

From where to which

The best way to

enough. Each man, woman, and
colorful; the grandchildren of

This reminds me of what Charles A.
The eminent American historian,

The university is: a state university
services at Baruch. It is not known,
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WIDMAN'S WISDOM

II. If

THE PICTURE
OF BREAKING GREEN WAVES
SPREADING TO BEACH HOUSE
HUNG HUMBLELY THERE
ASSUMING THE POSTURE
WHILE THE LONELY SPEAK
THE SURFER RIDES BRAVELY
ON ITS BACK
YOU NEVER LOOKED INTO IT.
NOT UNTIL SUMMERSET
WHEN YOU SIT INSIDE THE HOUSE
LOOKING BUT NOT READING
THOSE THINGS AROUND YOU,
LISTENING TO THE TICKER
ON THE WALL TICK
THE TIME SO PRESENT
IN PASSING OR
CARRIED AWAY

WE ARE SO PROUD OF CIVILIZATION
BY OUR ECONOMIC ENTERPRISES
WHAT AUTUMN'S VOICE IS STILL ALLOWED.
Upon The Sand
by Jim Coss

We are not afraid to be alive and naturally me.

Ahle to be strong and yet flexible into their lives.

Modernization and capitalism thefr coastline slowly forcing its bastardly self.

About four and a half miles from the Aegean Sea.

What now? Posidon?

Now that even your isle

And as a result are pure.

With trillions upon trillions.

Secrets to these fishermen.

And on a windy day.

"PBara...

Not many people live here.

And the people live on the other side of town. Just gasoline is brought.

No products exported.

"Better late than never."

 ramon a. gonzalez '79

Better late than never...

To explain.

Someone will hold you close, someday

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

You know someone.

You have no one.

She utters decent obscenities.

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will make a grotesque fish-face with charm she glides thru people's foolishness.

With coronavirus she makes a grotesque fish-face.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

No one will ever know

She is unsophisticated nature's-child.

For integration.

She is unsophisticated nature's-child.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will love you enough to make

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.

Someone will help you close, someday

With gratification necessarily supplied.
SURPRISING REVELATION

by Paul Pfeiffer

I opened the door... my heart was there I found a store! What was really a where women go, when she and there when the she and there very early.

SUIDLY SPIRIT

Thoughts are very important things.
They are mummies and daddies to words
that when fully alive
become actions...

OF PEOPLE HALLUCINATING UN REALITY.

HOW IS YOUR MIND?
IS IT WASH 'N WEAR?
NO, IT'S WHERE?
AND IT'S WASH'D?

IN THE ANN FRANK HUIS
by Bruce Baker

In the Ann Frank house
visited by the rivers
that fed the marked flowers
in the square, the fountain
the evening light
the falling down

From Amsterdam
the Dutch Ann Frank;
the train
by the underground;
the fear designs
the dehumanization.

The premier night invasion
of our dreams
at the Third Reich.

A Sabre tree
Alive in the garden
where for one, Juden
could not go
for the Nuremberg Law...

In the Third Reich
A Bedroom
After the garden
where the wall, Juden
for the Third Reich
I use one hundred names
and the night end
choosing words,
that and

Sidewalk.
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end —See footnotes at

—The Bridehood: Su-Spezia Gorgia (female ward psychiatrist)
Lord Baf: But I never heard of him.
Sam, Grit: I won't have him. Young NaNookiens will overthrow him—
in a

Ivlegolos: Nevertheless, he will make a good lord.

—The Brotherhood is in Council in the Eastern Plain. A grave decision is

The Bridehood: Su-Spezia is female ward psychiatrist. We have been in the Council of the Might Chamber for many years, and she is considered highly reliable. She has much knowledge of the "crystal ball." Perhaps she is not as reliable.

Ivlegolos: Nevertheless, he will make a good lord.

L—7
Column of the People

Submit to 20717
The Whiff's World

ANOTHER FACE

A hooded, armored man in the moon, as if a hundred of gallons have been thrown across the park. The scene is dark and shadowy, creating a sense of mystery and intrigue. The man is dressed in a suit and tie, appearing to be a businessman or perhaps a detective. The lighting is dim, with shadows playing across the landscape, adding to the atmosphere. The man is walking, his footsteps muffled by the surrounding darkness.

Dear Aunt Eva,

I just want to say that I've been thinking about you a lot lately. You know how sometimes you just need to talk to someone to feel better? That's how I feel now.

I've been having a really tough time lately. My boyfriend and I broke up, and I'm just not sure what to do. I don't want to be alone, but I'm not sure I'm ready for another relationship.

I'm also really stressed about school. I'm not doing as well as I'd like, and I'm worried about my future. I don't know if I want to go to college or if I want to work.

I don't want to talk about it all too much here, but I just wanted to let you know how I'm feeling. I miss you and wish you were here.

Love,

[Ticker Ticker]

With all my sincerest wishes, I would sincerely like to congratulate you on the wonderful news. Your guidance is truly appreciated. Please accept my sincere congratulations on the occasion.

Yours sincerely,

[Ticker Ticker]

Peace 'n Bits

By Jan W. Yablonski

Dear Aunt Eva,

I just want to say that I've been thinking about you a lot lately. You know how sometimes you just need to talk to someone to feel better? That's how I feel now.

I've been having a really tough time lately. My boyfriend and I broke up, and I'm just not sure what to do. I don't want to be alone, but I'm not sure I'm ready for another relationship.

I'm also really stressed about school. I'm not doing as well as I'd like, and I'm worried about my future. I don't know if I want to go to college or if I want to work.

I don't want to talk about it all too much here, but I just wanted to let you know how I'm feeling. I miss you and wish you were here.

Love,

[Ticker Ticker]

With all my sincerest wishes, I would sincerely like to congratulate you on the wonderful news. Your guidance is truly appreciated. Please accept my sincere congratulations on the occasion.

Yours sincerely,

[Ticker Ticker]
BCCC

Kirsten Hsu

TREASURER

MARK CITRON'S PLATFORM FOR THE 72-STUDENT COUNCIL

The following is a short statement of my platform for the baruch college school council for the year 1972-73. It is composed of five planks: 1) The maintenance of academic excellence. 2) The improvement of student services. 3) The development of student government. 4) The increase in student enrollment. 5) The reduction of student debt. Each plank will be discussed in detail below.

Planks: 1) The Maintenance of Academic Excellence

The school council is the only organization that truly represents the student body. To achieve excellence, the council should work closely with the faculty to ensure that the courses offered are of high quality. The council should also advocate for increased funding for student services such as counseling and tutoring.

Planks: 2) The Improvement of Student Services

The council should work to improve student services by increasing the number of staff members and providing more resources. This could include additional study rooms, more advisors, and more staff members in the registration office.

Planks: 3) The Development of Student Government

The council should work to increase student involvement in the decision-making process. This could be achieved by having more student representatives on the council and by providing more opportunities for students to participate in the council meetings.

Planks: 4) The Increase in Student Enrollment

The council should work to increase student enrollment by promoting baruch college to potential students. This could be achieved by creating more outreach programs and by providing more information about the benefits of attending baruch college.

Planks: 5) The Reduction of Student Debt

The council should work to reduce student debt by negotiating with the administration for more financial aid options. This could be achieved by working with the administration to create more merit-based scholarships and by increasing the number of work-study opportunities.

In conclusion, the baruch college school council is the only organization that truly represents the student body. To achieve excellence, the council should work closely with the faculty to ensure that the courses offered are of high quality. The council should also advocate for increased funding for student services such as counseling and tutoring. The council should work to improve student services by increasing the number of staff members and providing more resources. This could include additional study rooms, more advisors, and more staff members in the registration office. The council should work to increase student involvement in the decision-making process by having more student representatives on the council and by providing more opportunities for students to participate in the council meetings. The council should work to increase student enrollment by promoting baruch college to potential students by creating more outreach programs and by providing more information about the benefits of attending baruch college. The council should work to reduce student debt by negotiating with the administration for more financial aid options by working with the administration to create more merit-based scholarships and by increasing the number of work-study opportunities.
**TICKER Endorsements**

The Ticker editorial Endorsement Task Force has made the following endorsements.

### Sigma Alpha Mu

**FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM**

**The editors of Ticker have invited me to the following endorsements for Sigma Alpha Mu.**

With the cooperation of selected college publications and other organizations, the editors of Ticker have invited the following endorsements for Sigma Alpha Mu. This endorsement is based on the editors' feelings and beliefs, and is intended to provide a guide for students in their decision-making process.

**Fellowship Program**

Margo J. V. Langston, an editor of Sigma Alpha Mu, said:

"I consider Sigma Alpha Mu to be a strong organization with a long history of success. I strongly endorse Sigma Alpha Mu and its Fellowship Program."

The editors of Ticker have decided to endorse Sigma Alpha Mu for the following reasons:

1. Sigma Alpha Mu is a strong organization with a long history of success.
2. Sigma Alpha Mu has a strong commitment to academic excellence and community service.
3. Sigma Alpha Mu has a strong and supportive network of alums who can provide valuable mentorship and guidance.
4. Sigma Alpha Mu is an excellent organization for students who are interested in leadership, public service, and community involvement.

The editors of Ticker believe that Sigma Alpha Mu is a strong and worthy organization that is well worth supporting.

### Campus Unrest and Its Negotiated Settlement

**by Maurice "Buddy" Steinberg**

And on the surface of campus groups...
**Freshman Viewpoint**

By Maria Defense

"Travel Frenzy." You hear it everywhere these days, especially as the college year begins. Freshmen are excited, and they should be. But I don't think we can blame them completely for this travel freak. The Student Union and theFreshman Society have provided more travel opportunities than we can possibly use. And yet, I believe that the most important reason for travel fever at this time of year is that it is probably the only time we can go for the fun of it. If we work hard enough, our parents may do it for us at the age of 21!

**Management-Society presents**

**Mr. Jack Kaufman of the U.S. Government Accounting Office's**

**Job Opportunities In This Field**

and the U.S. Government Accounting Office's Role In Government

**PLEASE JOIN US**

Thursday, October 15, 1970  Room 509

**Learn**

**KARATE**

For Self-Defense & Fitness of Mind and Body

by L. MOREHOUSE

**KARATE INSTITUTE, INC.**

**Gymnastics & Karate**

**Central Park West at 51st**

**INDIVIDUAL U-PAY PLAN**

MR. STOP ALL TRAVEL AUGUST DATES...
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**Neile Sandwich Shop**

120 E 22nd St

**Special For This Week**

**Hot Pastrami Club Hero**

95c

Free Coca Cola With purchase over 1.00

with this ad

**THE PSYCH SOCIETY**

Invites Interested Students to meet the

**PSYCHOLOGY FACULTY REFRESHMENTS**

Thurs Oct 15

Rm. 502

Main Building

**DRAFT (From page 5)**

a sense that the process must begin if the draft is to be abolished. In the above examples, I went to absured Gardner for help. It seems to me that knowledge is the key to life. If you want your poll in effect, then you must be able to vote about it. If you want your poll in effect, then you must be able to vote about it. If you want your poll in effect, then you must be able to vote about it. If you want your poll in effect, then you must be able to vote about it. If you want your poll in effect, then you must be able to vote about it. If you want your poll in effect, then you must be able to vote about it.

**OPEN (From page 9)**

"Travel Frenzy." You hear it everywhere these days, especially as the college year begins. Freshmen are excited, and they should be. But I don't think we can blame them completely for this travel freak. The Student Union and the Freshman Society have provided more travel opportunities than we can possibly use. And yet, I believe that the most important reason for travel fever at this time of year is that it is probably the only time we can go for the fun of it. If we work hard enough, our parents may do it for us at the age of 21!

"Travel Frenzy." You hear it everywhere these days, especially as the college year begins. Freshmen are excited, and they should be. But I don't think we can blame them completely for this travel freak. The Student Union and the Freshman Society have provided more travel opportunities than we can possibly use. And yet, I believe that the most important reason for travel fever at this time of year is that it is probably the only time we can go for the fun of it. If we work hard enough, our parents may do it for us at the age of 21!

"Travel Frenzy." You hear it everywhere these days, especially as the college year begins. Freshmen are excited, and they should be. But I don't think we can blame them completely for this travel freak. The Student Union and the Freshman Society have provided more travel opportunities than we can possibly use. And yet, I believe that the most important reason for travel fever at this time of year is that it is probably the only time we can go for the fun of it. If we work hard enough, our parents may do it for us at the age of 21!

"Travel Frenzy." You hear it everywhere these days, especially as the college year begins. Freshmen are excited, and they should be. But I don't think we can blame them completely for this travel freak. The Student Union and the Freshman Society have provided more travel opportunities than we can possibly use. And yet, I believe that the most important reason for travel fever at this time of year is that it is probably the only time we can go for the fun of it. If we work hard enough, our parents may do it for us at the age of 21!

**LIBERTY OR EQUALITY**

In the above examples, I went to absured Gardner for help. It seems to me that knowledge is the key to life. If you want your poll in effect, then you must be able to vote about it. If you want your poll in effect, then you must be able to vote about it. If you want your poll in effect, then you must be able to vote about it. If you want your poll in effect, then you must be able to vote about it. If you want your poll in effect, then you must be able to vote about it. If you want your poll in effect, then you must be able to vote about it. If you want your poll in effect, then you must be able to vote about it.

**THE PSYCH SOCIETY**

Invites Interested Students to meet the

**PSYCHOLOGY FACULTY**

**REFRESHMENTS**

Thurs Oct 15

Rm. 502

Main Building

**15**
Department of Student Personnel Services
Invites You to

FRIDAY EVENINGS 8:30 PM
Student Center—Marble Lounge

The Inner Search Series
Evenings of Self and Social Discovery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERIES</th>
<th>SUBJECT</th>
<th>LEADER</th>
<th>DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>METAPHYSICAL WORLD OF THE PSYCHIC OCCULT ARTS SCIENCES</strong></td>
<td><strong>ICHING</strong></td>
<td><strong>FRANCIS MOYERS</strong></td>
<td><strong>OCT. 23</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MYSTICAL DEMONSTRATION &quot;READINGS&quot; INDIVIDUAL and GROUP PARTICIPATION ANCIENT CHINESE RITUALS THROWING OF STONES MYSTERY REALITY OF EASTERN FORTUNE TELLING</td>
<td>ARTIST-TEACHER MYSTIC THINKER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>ARTII</strong></td>
<td><strong>OCCULT ART</strong></td>
<td><strong>RAYMOND ROCKLIN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EXPLORING WORLDS OF THE ARTIST LIVING WORKSHOP</td>
<td>DEMONSTRATION IN SCULPTURE PRESENTATION OF ARTISTS WORK DISCUSSION OF OCCULT SYMBOLS GROUP WORKSHOP IN TECHNIQUES PHILOSOPHY OF OCCULT SCIENCE</td>
<td>SCULPTOR-TEACHER OCCULT SCIENTIST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>PSYCHOLOGY III</strong></td>
<td><strong>SOCIAL WORK</strong></td>
<td><strong>DR. WILLIAM ROSENTHAL</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADVENTURES IN CREATIVITY OF SELF</td>
<td>INDEPTH PENETRATION OF THE LIFE OF THE INDIVIDUAL IN THE GROUP—A PERSONAL ENCOUNTER DISCUSSION OF GROUP WORK TECHNIQUES</td>
<td>PROFESSOR SOCIAL WORK PSYCHOLOGY GROUP THERAPIST SOCIAL CASEWORKER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>PERFORMING ARTS IV</strong></td>
<td><strong>PSYCHO-DRAMA</strong></td>
<td><strong>STEVE KRAFT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EXPLORATIONS INTO SECRETS OF THEATRE</td>
<td>UNUSUAL TECHNIQUES IN THEATRE ENCOUNTERS VERY PERSONAL GROUP EXPERIMENTS WITH INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP</td>
<td>GROUP WORKER THEATRE ENCOUNTER PSYCHO DRAMA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Presentation and Experience in Small Groups

Intimate Evenings Non-audience Style

Followed by Coffee House Social Hour at 10 PM

Meet challenging Provocative unusual professionals in a life experience of new dimensions and new horizons

Love you.

Special Student Leadership Series at 7 PM
Information: Morty Mintz, Workshop Leader (411 SC)
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